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A macroscopic model is developed for analyzing the electro-optics of short-pitch uniform lying

helix (ULH) cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs). Both flexoelectric effect and dielectric effect make

important contributions to the maximum transmittance and operation voltage of the ULH devices.

Based on the proposed macroscopic approximation, we derive an analytical expression to quantita-

tively evaluate the relative strength of these two effects. Very good agreement between theory and

experiment is achieved. We also investigate the viewing angle of ULH CLC displays and find that

their viewing angle characteristics are similar to those of conventional in-plane switching liquid

crystal displays. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4982761]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thin-film-transistor liquid crystal displays (TFT LCDs)1

have been widely used in TVs, computers, and smartphones,

due to their low cost, long lifetime, and wide color gamut

when quantum-dot (QD) backlight is employed.2,3 However,

lately LCD is facing strong competition from organic light

emitting diode (OLED) displays. In particular, LCD suffers

about 100� slower response time than OLED; thus, its

image blur for the fast-moving objects is more noticeable.

Recent studies indicate that if an LC response time is shorter

than 2 ms, then its motion picture response time would be

comparable to that of OLED.4,5 To achieve fast response

time, several approaches have been investigated, such as

polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystals (BPLC),6,7 chi-

ral nanostructured devices,8 and short-pitch cholesteric liq-

uid crystals (CLCs) based on flexoelectric effect.9–11

Flexoelectric effect was first discovered by Meyer in

1969.9 It describes the coupling between electric polarization

and splay-bend elastic distortions in nematic LCs. Generally,

the flexoelectric polarization can be expressed as

Pf ¼ esn̂ðr � n̂Þ � ebn̂ � ðr � n̂Þ; (1)

where es and eb stand for the splay and bend flexoelectric

coefficient, respectively, and n̂ is the unit vector of LC direc-

tor. This effect directly relates the electric field with the LC

director’s curvature. Thus, a splay-bend pattern can be

induced by the applied electric field through flexoelectric

effect. Later, a periodic splay-bend pattern in the CLC can

also be produced if the electric field is perpendicular to the

helical axis.10 Such an electric field-induced splay-bend dis-

tortion exerts a torque to rotate the helix axis, known as heli-

cal flexoelectric effect. Correspondingly, the optical axis

shows unique uniform in-plane switching (IPS).10 In experi-

ment, the induced rotation angle of the helical axis is

approximately linear to the electric field.10,12 Later, a more

detailed theoretical model was developed.13–15 The rotation

angle is correlated with the applied field as15

tan W ¼ p

2p
es � eb

2K22

E� K11 � 2K22 þ K33

2K22

sin W; (2)

where W is the rotation angle of the helix axis, p is the pitch

length of the CLC, E is the applied electric field, and K11,

K22, and K33 are the splay, twist, and bend elastic constants.

When E is weak, W is small so that sin W � tan W � W, and

then the equation can be reduced to a linear form, which is

consistent to the experimental observation.

The dynamic response of flexoelectro-optic effect was

also studied, and the response time has the following form:16

s ¼ c
K

p2

4p2
; (3)

where c is the effective viscosity associated with the distortion

of the helix, K is the effective elastic constant which can be

simplified to (K11þK33)/2 under one-elastic-constant assump-

tion.13,14 For a short-pitch CLC whose pitch length is usually

shorter than 300 nm, the flexoelectro-optic response time is in

the sub-millisecond region.16,17 Such a fast response time

makes flexoelectro-optic effect a strong candidate for field

sequential color displays,18,19 and fast-switching photonic

applications.20

Some bimesogenic17,21–23 and bent-core24 LC materials

possess a large flexoelastic coefficient, which helps to reduce

the operation voltage and enlarge the rotation angle of the

helix axis. However, these bimesogenic materials usually

have a small but positive dielectric anisotropy,22 which would

couple the dielectric effect into the LC device. The dielectric

coupling is supposed to influence the electro-optical perfor-

mance of the material. Some experimental observations have

already demonstrated such influence.14,23 Therefore, in a rig-

orous theoretical analysis, the coupling of these two effects

has to be taken into consideration.a)Electronic mail: swu@ucf.edu
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In this paper, we investigate the coupling between flexo-

electric effect and dielectric effect, both theoretically and

experimentally. In Sec. II, we develop a macroscopic model

for analyzing the electro-optic properties of a short-pitch

cholesteric LC. The underlying physical mechanisms are

described. Further, an analytical expression is derived to

quantitatively evaluate the relative strength of these two

electro-optic effects. In Sec. III, we perform experiment to

validate the proposed macroscopic model. For display devi-

ces, wide viewing angle is an important requirement. In Sec.

IV, we simulate the viewing angle of a flexoelectric device

called uniform lying helix (ULH) LC cell. We find that its

viewing angle characteristic is similar to that of in-plane

switching (IPS) LCD. The viewing cone of ULH LC can be

widened by two compensation methods.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Liquid crystal director

To simulate the electro-optic properties of a LC device,

we need to calculate the LC director distribution first. For a

CLC with undistorted helical structure, we assume the helix

axis is along z axis with a pitch length p. To couple flexo-

electric effect into the director reorientation, the electric field

should be perpendicular to the helix axis. Without losing the

generality, let us assume the E field is along x axis. Under

such a condition, the free energy density is given by

f ¼ 1

2
K11 r � n̂ð Þ2 þ 1

2
K22 n̂ � r � n̂ þ kð Þ2

þ 1

2
K33 n̂ �r� n̂ð Þ2 � esE � n̂ r � n̂ð Þ

þ ebE � n̂ �r� n̂ � 1

2
e0De E � n̂ð Þ2; (4)

where K11, K22, and K33 are the splay, twist, and bend elastic

constants, respectively, k is the twist of the chiral structure

which is defined as 2p/p, E is the applied electric field, e0 is

the vacuum permittivity, and De is the dielectric anisotropy

of the LC material. The first three terms in Eq. (4) represent

elastic energy, which is independent of electric field. The

fourth and fifth terms are from flexoelectric effect, corre-

sponding to the flexoelectric polarization in Eq. (1). The last

term is from the dielectric effect. In our Cartesian coordinate

system, n̂ ¼ ðcos h cos /; cos h sin /; sin hÞ, where h is the

molecular tilt angle between LC director and x-y plane and /
is the twist angle between director’s projection in x-y plane

and x axis. The h and / are functions of z coordinate. Strictly

speaking, there is small distortion of the helical pitch length

under the applied field.14,25 While given that the pitch is

much shorter than wavelength, the macroscopically optical

behaviors should only depend on the relative distribution of

the molecules within one pitch, instead of the total pitch

length. So, the influence of pitch distortion on macroscopic

optical behavior is small and can be neglected in our macro-

scopic optical simulations. To make it accurate, in the fol-

lowing analysis, the z coordinate is scaled by the pitch

length, namely, ~z ¼ z=p.25

In ULH cells, we should mainly focus on the bulk

behavior. Therefore, the surface anchoring effect contribu-

tion to the free energy is reasonably ignored.25 The simula-

tion for bulk behavior of CLC ULH cell can be further

simplified to one pitch with periodic expansion. Then, the

LC director distribution can be numerically obtained by min-

imizing the free energy with Euler-Lagrange equations and

fixed boundary conditions.25 By substituting the free energy

expression into Euler-Lagrange equations, two differential

equations are obtained

0 ¼ d2h

d~z2
� K11 cos2hþ K33 sin2h
� �

þ dh
d~z

� �2

� 1
2

sin 2hð Þ �K11 þ K33ð Þ þ d/
d~z

� �2

� sin 2hð Þ K22 cos2h� 1

2
K33 cos 2hð Þ

� �

þ d/
d~z
� e1 � e3ð ÞE cos2h sin /� kK22 sin 2hð Þ
h i

� 1

2
e0DeE2 cos2/ sin 2hð Þ; (5a)

0 ¼ d2/

d~z2
� cos2h K22 cos2hþ K33 sin2h

� �
þ dh

d~z

d/
d~z
� sin 2hð Þ �2K22 cos2hþ K33 cos 2hð Þ

� 	
þ dh

d~z
� kK22 sin 2hð Þ � e1 � e3ð ÞE cos2h sin /
h i

� 1

2
e0DeE2 cos2h sin 2/ð Þ: (5b)

With fixed boundary conditions25 and the appropriate material

parameters11,17 listed in Table I, we can obtain the LC director

distribution along helix axis by numerically solving Eqs. (5a)

and (5b). Results on the LC director distribution in one pitch

are plotted in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, we can see clearly how the

dielectric anisotropy affects the flexoelectric effect. When

E¼ 0 [Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)], the LC directors are twisted along

helix axis, same as conventional CLC structure. With

E¼ 15 V/lm and De¼ 0, based on the initial twist arrange-

ment the flexoelectric effect makes the LC directors to tilt uni-

formly [Figs. 1(b) and 1(e)]. If the LC host has De¼ 5, then

both flexoelectric effect and dielectric effect co-exist; the lat-

ter causes some distortion to the uniform tilt induced by the

flexoelectric effect [Fig. 1(c)]. Under such a condition, the LC

TABLE I. Material parameters used for the simulation in this work.

Material parameter Symbol and value

Splay elastic constant K11¼ 7.0 pN

Twist elastic constant K22¼ 3.5 pN

Bend elastic constant K33¼ 7.0 pN

Splay flexoelectric coefficient es¼ 10 pC/m

Bend flexoelectric coefficient eb¼�10 pC/m

Dielectric anisotropy De¼ 0

Ordinary refractive index no¼ 1.50

Extraordinary refractive index ne¼ 1.65

Pitch length p¼ 300 nm
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directors are pulled toward the electric field direction due to

the dielectric effect [Fig. 1(f)].

B. Macroscopic model

The LC director distribution essentially determines the

macroscopic optical performance. The flexoelectric effect

and dielectric effect finally manifest themselves through the

macroscopic optical properties. When the pitch length is

smaller than the wavelength, the periodic helical-shaped

dielectric medium can be treated as a macroscopically homo-

geneous (HG) medium.14,26 The macroscopic model for a

static short-pitch CLC has been discussed in previous publi-

cations,26,27 but the macroscopic approximation for CLCs

with large flexoelectric effect and dielectric effect has not

been investigated previously. So, in this section, we extend

the macroscopic approximation to the dynamic process with

an electric field applied.

It is usually very difficult to obtain the analytical expres-

sions for the refractive indices and orientation of the macro-

scopically effective medium,26,27 especially for the CLCs with

flexoelectric effect.25 Previous pioneering investigation14 gave

the basic understanding of dielectric coupling. But the previ-

ous simplified model was limited by accuracy and uniformity

of LC director tilt. Some previous works10,13 briefly discussed

the basic inter-coupling mechanism between flexoelectric

effect and dielectric effect, with simplified theoretical analy-

sis, but the optical behaviors were not presented. Here, we

propose a numerical method based on finite element method

(FEM) in frequency domain. First, we need to construct a thin

LC film whose LC director distribution is calculated from the

Euler-Lagrange equations [Eqs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. After a linearly

polarized incident electromagnetic wave propagates through

such a thin LC film, the phase retardation is recorded. With

different phase retardations of a series of incident waves with

different polarization directions, we are able to determine the

orientation of the effective optic axes and principal refractive

indices. With the material parameters listed in Table I, the

effective refractive indices and orientation, which is repre-

sented by the rotation angle of the effective optic axis, are

illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. To be consistent with our experi-

ments, we use k¼ 488 nm in the simulation.

The numerical results from our macroscopic model pre-

sent a clear physical picture on the working mechanisms of

flexoelectric effect and dielectric effect. The role of flexo-

electric effect is mainly to rotate the optic axis as shown in

Fig. 3. The rotation angle of the material with purely flexo-

electric effect, i.e., De¼ 0, matches well with the analytical

results [Eq. (2)]. While the dielectric effect affects the

electro-optics of ULH in two ways: (1) it helps elongate the

refractive index ellipsoid along the electric field direction, as

depicted in Fig. 2. The principal refractive index along the

electric field direction, namely, n3, increases with E, but n2

FIG. 1. LC director distribution within one pitch. (a), (b), and (c) are viewed

along x axis and (d), (e), and (f) are along z axis. (a) (d): E¼ 0; (b) (e):

De¼ 0 and E¼ 15 V/lm in x direction; (c), (f): De¼ 5 and E¼ 15 V/lm in x
direction.

FIG. 2. Effective principal refractive indices obtained from our macroscopic

model. The material parameters are listed in Table I. Three cases with differ-

ent dielectric effect strengths are presented: De¼ 0, 3 and 5. Three n1 curves

coincide at �1.50, and the n2 and n3 curves for De¼ 0 also completely

overlap.

FIG. 3. Simulated electric field-induced rotation angle of the macroscopic

optic axis with our macroscopic model. The material parameters are listed in

Table I. Three cases with different dielectric anisotropies are presented:

De¼ 0, 3 and 5. The analytical equation employed is Eq. (2).
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(the refractive index perpendicular to E) decreases. As a

result, the effective birefringence Dn¼ n2 – n1 decreases as

E increases. Actually, this phenomenon is quite similar to

the Kerr effect of blue phase liquid crystal,28,29 which is also

caused by dielectric effect. And now the macroscopic refrac-

tive index ellipsoid is biaxial, which is different from con-

ventional uniaxial nematic LC. (2) The dielectric effect

makes the LC director reorientation nonuniform, which in

turn slightly decreases the rotation angle in the strong elec-

tric field region, as Fig. 3 shows. Such a rotation angle

decrease induced by dielectric coupling has been investi-

gated previously,30 which would also change the final

electro-optic (E-O) performance. As will be discussed later,

the impact of this decreased rotation angle is much smaller

than that of reduced effective birefringence.

C. Voltage-transmittance curve

To verify our model, we simulate the electro-optic effect

of a uniform lying helix (ULH) CLC cell with and without

macroscopic approximation. In an ULH cell, the helix axis is

uniformly aligned parallel to the substrate, and the applied

electric field is perpendicular to the helix axis. The ULH cell

is sandwiched between two crossed polarizers, with initial

helix axis parallel to the absorption axis of one of the crossed

polarizers. In our experiment, the cell gap was controlled at

d¼ 3.3 lm and wavelength at k¼ 488 nm.

With macroscopic approximation, the ULH cell is

equivalent to an effective homogenous medium. Then the

voltage-dependent transmittance (VT) of a ULH cell can be

calculated from

T ¼ sin2 pDnd

k

� �
� sin2 2Wð Þ; (6)

where Dn¼ n2 – n1 is the effective birefringence shown in

Fig. 2, and W is the rotation angle of the optic axis plotted in

Fig. 3.

We can also carry out the optical simulation directly

based on the LC director distribution, without any approxi-

mation. From the Euler-Lagrange equations, the LC director

distribution in one pitch is obtained. The bulk director distri-

bution is constructed by the periodic expansion. Then, opti-

cal simulation is performed based on the constructed LC

director in the whole cell. We use FEM method in the optical

simulation. The simulated VT curves are displayed in Fig. 4.

Good agreement between these two methods is achieved.

Thus, our proposed macroscopic approximation is validated.

In the VT curve, the applied voltage corresponding to peak

transmittance is called on-state voltage. From Fig. 4, a larger

De tends to reduce the maximum transmittance but the on-

state voltage is also lowered. The respective contributions of

flexoelectric effect and dielectric effect are clearly distin-

guished in Fig. 4. The first term in Eq. (6) decreases as V

increases because of effective birefringence change induced

by the dielectric effect. The second term is mainly induced

by the flexoelectric effect, and it is insensitive to the De
value. So, the decreased peak transmittance and on-state

voltage is mainly attributed to the dielectric effect, more spe-

cifically, the decrease of Dn in the first term of Eq. (6).

In order to quantitatively evaluate the dependence of

effective birefringence Dn on the electric field, detailed theo-

retical analysis also needs to be implemented. Let us start

from the pure dielectric effect, specifically the quadratic

Kerr effect, in CLCs or BPLCs.8,28 That is a special case of

Eqs. (5a) and (5b) without the flexoelectric effect. With

flexoelectric coefficients es ¼ eb ¼ 0 and induced tilt angle

h ¼ 0, Eq. (5a) can degenerate to an identity equation, and

Eq. (5b) is simplified to

d2/

d~z2
¼ e0Dep2

2K22

E2 sin 2/ð Þ; (7)

where ~z ¼ z=p is the normalized coordinate and p is the pitch

length. The quadratic dependence on electric field is clearly

revealed in Eq. (7). The quadratic coefficient is then defined

as Kerr constant.29 A solution to the differential equation (7)

was already given in a previous work,25 which can be

expressed by Jacobi-amplitude function. Here, we skip the

complicated derivation processes. One should notice that the

LC director distribution /ð~zÞ only depends on the coefficient

e0Dep2E2=K22 in Eq. (7). Thus, the macroscopically effective

birefringence Dn is only a function of e0Dep2E2=K22.

Considering the intrinsic birefringence of an LC, the effec-

tive birefringence Dn can be expressed as

Dn ¼ Dn0 � F
e0Dep2

K22

E2

� �
; (8)

where Dn0 is the LC’s intrinsic birefringence and FðxÞ is a

function correlating the electric field with the induced

FIG. 4. Simulated VT curves with and without macroscopic approximation.

Material parameters are listed in Table I. Three De values are simulated: (a)

De¼ 0, (b) De¼ 3, and (c) De¼ 5. The blue dashed lines represent the first

term of Eq. (6), and the red dashed lines represent the second term.
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effective birefringence. The FðxÞ can be calculated by the

macroscopic model and results are plotted in Fig. 5. This

curve is similar to the extended Kerr model in BPLCs.28

If the flexoelectric effect and the dielectric effect co-

exist, then the change in the effective birefringence and optic

axis rotation would also occur simultaneously. To exclude

the effect of optic axis rotation, we need to make the coordi-

nate system transformation. For each effective optic axis

rotation angle, noted as W in Eq. (2), we rotate the coordinate

system by an angle W correspondingly, to place all coordi-

nate axes just on the optic axes. The old coordinate system

space is denoted as S1ðh;/Þ, and after transformation, the

new coordinate space is S2ða; bÞ. With the two-elastic-con-

stant approximation K11 ¼ K33 6¼ K22, after the same simpli-

fication procedure used in Eq. (7), we obtain the Euler-

Lagrange equation in new coordinate space

d2a

d~z2
¼ e0Dep2

2 K11 sin2Wþ K22 cos2W
� �E2 sin 2að Þ; (9)

where a is the twist angle in new coordinate space just like /
in old coordinate system and W is the rotation angle of optic

axis as shown in Eq. (2) and Fig. 3. By comparing Eqs. (7)

and (9), the only difference is the quadratic coefficient. The

flexoelectric effect is introduced into Eq. (9) by the rotation

angle W in the coefficient. That gives us a deeper under-

standing on the working mechanisms of the dielectric effect

and the flexoelectric effect. The effective birefringence

change is mainly induced by the dielectric effect, through

the LC director reorientation under electric field. Meanwhile,

the flexoelectric effect tends to rotate the LC directors uni-

formly and keep the director in a helical configuration.10,13

The interaction and competition of these two effects yield to

the final molecular distribution. Then, our proposed macro-

scopic optical model directly relates these two effects with

final optical behaviors. As a result, the effective birefrin-

gence and the optic axis rotation is jointly determined by the

flexoelectric effect and the dielectric effect, which in turn

gives new physical understanding in comparison with previ-

ous work.10,14

After the abovementioned theoretical analysis, the trans-

mittance of the ULH cell can be further detailed as

T ¼ sin2 pd

k
Dn0F

e0Dep2E2

K11 sin2Wþ K22 cos2W

 !" #

� sin2 2W Eð Þ½ �; (10)

where FðxÞ is the function from Eq. (8) and WðEÞ is the rota-

tion angle of the optic axis. Next, we validate Eq. (10) by

further numerical simulation. Figure 6 shows the results

from analytical equation [Eq. (10)] and non-approximate

numerical simulation. The VT curves obtained from numeri-

cal and analytical methods agree well with each other. One

may notice that there is a small discrepancy for De ¼ 5 in

Fig. 6. That can be explained by the small decrease of the in-

plane rotation angle induced by dielectric coupling, as shown

in Fig. 3.

D. Figure of merit (FOM)

The dielectric coupling in ULH cell decreases maximum

transmittance and on-state voltage, as clearly shown in Fig.

6. Some prior experiments have been conducted to investi-

gate the dielectric coupling effect.14,30 Here, we quantita-

tively analyze the dielectric coupling with our proposed

macroscopic model.

In Eq. (10), the first term is related to birefringence

which is proportional to E2, and in the second term the rota-

tion angle is linear to E. Based on that, we propose a quantity

to evaluate the relative strength of the flexoelectric effect

and dielectric effect. We define a figure of merit (FOM) as

FOM ¼
es � ebð Þ2

e0De
K11 þ 2K22 þ K33ð Þ

K11 þ K33ð Þ2
: (11)

Such a FOM is dimensionless; it increases with the flexo-

electric effect but decreases with the dielectric effect. After

we have defined the FOM, it is necessary to verify that the

proposed definition is reasonable and can be used to predict

the E-O performance. Therefore, we relate FOM directly

with the corresponding VT curves. We have considered hun-

dreds of LC mixtures with reasonable flexoelectric coeffi-

cients, dielectric anisotropies, elastic constants, etc. With the

help of macroscopic model, namely, by Eq. (10), the VT

simulation can be accomplished accurately and quickly.

FIG. 5. The FðxÞ curve calculated from our macroscopic model. The function

is to relate the electric field and induced effective birefringence change. The

argument in this function represents a dimensionless quantity e0Dep2E2=K22.

FIG. 6. Simulated VT curves from numerical macroscopic model and ana-

lytical equation (10). The material parameters are listed in Table I.
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Normally, we focus on the peak transmittance and the corre-

sponding voltage. But one needs to notice that the applied

voltage also depends on the cell gap. To exclude other influ-

ences from the LC material itself, we use on-state rotation

angle to represent the applied voltage. The corresponding

on-state voltage can be easily obtained from rotation angle

by Eq. (2). The simulated maximum transmittances and on-

state rotation angles of all these different materials are then

plotted in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Each point in Fig. 7 represents

a LC material.

The simulated maximum transmittance of these different

LC materials perfectly lie on a smooth curve in Fig. 7(a),

and so do on-state rotation angle. That means our definition

of FOM in Eq. (11) is reasonable. When there is no dielectric

coupling, the maximum transmittance can achieve �100% at

45� rotation angle, because the ULH cell works as a half-

wave plate in this case. As dielectric coupling gets stronger,

the peak transmittance occurs at a lower voltage and the

maximum transmittance decreases, as shown in Fig. 4. The

transmittance reaches maximum before the rotation angle

gets to 45�. Therefore, in Fig. 7, as the FOM increases with

stronger flexoelectric effect and weaker dielectric coupling,

both maximum transmittance and on-state rotation angle

increase and then gradually saturate. The relationship

between VT behavior and FOM, presented in Fig. 7, is useful

for optimizing LC materials. Some special points are anno-

tated in Fig. 7. For instance, to keep maximum transmittance

over 95%, the LC material should have a FOM larger than

3.1. Although dielectric coupling lowers the peak transmit-

tance, it helps reduce the on-state voltage as Fig. 7(b)

depicts. For instances, if FOM¼ 2.6, the on-state rotation

angle is 42.0�, whose on-state voltage is 90% compared to

the ULH with purely flexoelectric effect, but the peak trans-

mittance drops to 92%. Similarly, if FOM¼ 1.3, then the on-

state voltage is reduced by �20%, but the peak transmittance

is also decreased by �20%.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

To verify the theoretical prediction from our macro-

scopic model, we formulated three ULH LC mixtures to

experimentally investigate the dielectric coupling effect.

The compositions of the LC mixtures are listed in Table II.

The first three mixtures were used as nematic hosts. The

dielectric anisotropy of TL213 (Merck), UCF-N1, and E48

(Merck) are 5.7, �4.0, and 15.4, respectively. To verify the

dielectric coupling effect, we changed the weight ratios of

these three LC hosts in order to get different De values. The

bimesogenic material FFE7EFF was used to offer large

flexoelectric effect. The ester-linked symmetric bimesogen

FFEnEFF homologues [a-(20, 4-difluorobiphenyl-40-ester)-

x-(4-difluorobiphenyl-40-ester) alkanes] were demonstrated to

have relatively large flexoelastic coefficient (�1.7 C/N/m).17

During experiment, we tried to keep the FFE7EFF concentra-

tion unchanged in order to maintain the flexoelectric effect of

these three samples at the same level. We added �4 wt. %

chiral dopant R5011 (HCCH) to get the CLC pitch length

p� 200 nm. Mesogenic monomer RM257 (Merck) and photo-

initiator Ir651 were doped into the mixtures in order to stabi-

lize the ULH alignment by polymer network.

These three LC mixtures were expected to have similar

flexoelectric effect and pitch length due to the same

FFE7EFF and R5011 concentrations. Thus, their electro-

optic behaviors should only be different in dielectric effect.

The measured dielectric anisotropy and pitch length are

listed in Table III. In our experiments, we used conventional

homogeneous (HG) LC cells with planar top and bottom ITO

electrodes. The cell gaps are also included in Table III.

FIG. 7. Relationship between VT behavior and FOM of different LC materi-

als: (a) maximum transmittance and (b) on-state rotation angle.

TABLE II. The LC material recipes of three ULH samples.

Samples

S1 (%) S2 (%) S3 (%)

TL213 37.0 46.4 23.3

UCF-N1 9.2 0 0

E48 0 0 22.1

FFE7EFF 46.3 46.4 47.1

R5011 4.0 4.0 4.1

RM257 2.9 2.9 3.1

Ir651 0.6 0.3 0.3

TABLE III. Measured dielectric anisotropy, pitch length, cell gap, and con-

trast ratio of our 3 ULH samples.

Samples

S1 S2 S3

Dielectric anisotropya �0 1.14 5.09

Pitch length 198 nm 189 nm 194 nm

Cell gap 3.28 lm 3.25 lm 3.41 lm

Contrast ratio 240:1 180:1 145:1

aMeasured dielectric anisotropy of the host mixtures and bimesogenic

materials.
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Before we characterize the electro-optic properties of

these cells, we need to obtain good uniform lying helix.

Many alignment methods have been proposed to generate

ULH pattern, for instance, cooling CLC with applied volt-

age,10,24,31,32 mechanical shearing,12,33 and tri-electrode

method.34 In our experiment, we used the blue phase to ULH

transition method to obtain ULH pattern. After cooling the

samples from isotropic phase to blue phase, by applying a

500 Hz AC electric field, a preliminary ULH alignment was

generated. Afterwards, we switched the frequency to �20

kHz and then further increased voltage to obtain a much bet-

ter ULH alignment. The images of ULH texture under polar-

izing optical microscope (POM) are shown in Fig. 8. It is

critical not to apply a too high voltage, otherwise the ULH

pattern could turn into homeotropic alignment, and we have

to heat up the sample to an isotropic phase and repeat the

process. After uniform alignment has been obtained, we

need to stabilize the ULH pattern using polymer network.

In our experiments, the polymer network was formed

and localized near the surface of substrates. Compared with

bulk polymer network, the surface polymer network can help

reduce the residual birefringence and polymer bulk

defects.23,35 The polymerization was performed with voltage

applied, by exposing the cell with ultraviolet light intensity

30 mW/cm2 for 5 min. With this method, we were able to

align ULH samples with a reasonably high contrast ratio

(CR) [Table III].

The surface alignment achieved by the surface localized

polymer network helps maintain the ULH pattern after

removing the alignment electric field. With the help of poly-

mer network, the ULH cells can be operated in a relative

wide temperature range, at least 20–60 �C. All our cells were

measured at room temperature (�20 �C). Also, our cells

showed good long-term stability of the ULH pattern with the

surface localized polymer network, and kept a relatively

high contrast ratio within the working temperature range.

The surface alignment is necessary for maintaining the well-

aligned ULH pattern, but it also creates some issues: (1) It

would increase the operation voltage, and (2) the adoption of

surface alignment would reduce the effective thickness of

ULH cell because of the inactive surface layer. The periodic

surface localized polymer fibers have diameter of about

50–100 nm at the substrate surfaces.23

B. Results and discussion

To confirm the flexoelectric modulation in our samples,

we first measured the in-plane rotation of the CLC helix. The

samples were driven by a 60 Hz square-waveform AC elec-

tric field, and placed between two crossed polarizers. The

initial orientation of optic axis of the sample was set to be

parallel to the polarizer, as shown in Fig. 8(a). With the

voltage applied, the induced rotation can be measured by

rotating sample to the extinction position.24 The measured

rotation angles of these three samples are plotted in Fig. 9,

where the approximate linear relationships are clearly illus-

trated in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). While in Fig. 9(c), the rotation

angle shows a slight decrease at the high voltage region,

which is induced by dielectric coupling as clearly shown in

Fig. 3. In the small angle limit, Eq. (2) can be approximated

as

tan W � p

2p
es � eb

K11 þ K33

E: (12)

This equation was then used to fit the linear region of the

measured rotation angle versus applied voltage, as shown in

Fig. 9. Note that the effective thickness of ULH is slightly

smaller than the cell gap, because of the existence of the

inactive surface LC layer. In our fitting, considering the cell

gap (�3.3 lm) is much thicker than the inactive layer, we

can ignore the inactive layer thickness for simplification.

The extracted effective flexoelastic coefficients are listed in

the figure caption. Three samples have similar rotation

responses and flexoelastic coefficients, which means they

should have same strength of the flexoelectric effect. These

results are basically consistent with our LC material recipes.

Next, we measured the VT curves of the ULH cells

sandwiched between two crossed polarizers. The results are

plotted in Fig. 10. The measured maximum transmittance

FIG. 8. Images of ULH texture under polarizing optical microscope (POM):

(a) ULH optical axis (O.A.) at 0� with respect to the polarizer; (b) at 45� and

(c) at 90�.

FIG. 9. Measured rotation angle of the CLC helix axis of three samples and

respective fitting results. (a) Sample 1 with (es–eb)/(K11–K22)¼ 0.70 C/N/m,

(b) sample 2 with (es–eb)/(K11–K22)¼ 0.80 C/N/m, and (c) sample 3 with

(es–eb)/(K11–K22)¼ 0.88 C/N/m.
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and on-state rotation angle are listed in Table IV. A clear

trend is presented from the figures. As the dielectric coupling

increases, namely, from sample 1 to sample 3, both maxi-

mum transmittance and on-state voltage decrease accord-

ingly. This trend is consistent with our theoretical prediction.

Moreover, we used Eq. (10) to fit the experimental VT

curves and obtained excellent agreement, as shown in Fig.

10. Through fittings, we extracted the dielectric effect

parameter De=ðK11 þ 2K22 þ K33Þ, as indicated in the fig-

ures. With the fitted flexoelastic coefficients and dielectric

parameters, the FOMs of three samples are calculated and

results are listed in Table IV.

To further verify our theoretical predictions, we plot the

maximum transmittance and on-state voltage of three sam-

ples in the FOM figure shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b),

respectively. Again, the agreement is excellent. Thus, our

proposed macroscopic model is validated experimentally.

In addition to transmittance and operation voltage, response

time is another important parameter. In the experiment, we

measured the response time of sample 1. Results are: rise time

262ls (black-to-white) and decay time and 208ls (white-to-

black) at room temperature (22 �C). We also measured the gray-

to-gray (GTG) response time. To do so, we divided the VT

curve into eight gray levels equally and measured the rise time

and decay time between different gray levels. The GTG

response time for all gray levels is below 1 ms. The measured

average GTG rise time is 493ls and decay time is 527 ls.

For practical applications, the temperature effect on the

device performance is an important issue. For the flexoelectric

effect studied here, the effective flexoelectric coefficient and

elastic constant of the LC materials have similar dependence

on the temperature. As a result, according to Eq. (12), the in-

plane rotation angle induced by the flexoelectric effect shows

negligible sensitivity to the temperature variation.23 Actually,

the temperature-insensitive flexoelectric E-O switching in

ULH cell has been experimentally demonstrated.12,23,24,33 As

to the response time, the temperature dependence is similar to

that of conventional nematic LCs. According to Eq. (3), c/K
decreases as the temperature increases, which in turn leads to

faster response time. This phenomenon has already been

observed in some previous experimental works.12,33

As discussed above, the measured on-state voltage

(>100 V for sample 1) is still too high for display applica-

tions. Such a high operation voltage originates from the LC

material we employed. The extracted effective flexoelastic

coefficient is only about 0.8 C/N/m. According to Eq. (12),

to lower the operation voltage to below 20 V, the required

flexoelastic coefficient should be 5–6� higher than that of

our samples. Recently, Merck reported two promising ULH

FIG. 10. Measured VT curves of three samples and the theoretical fitting

results. (a) Sample 1 with fitting parameter De/(K11þ 2K22þK33)

¼ 0.028 C/N/m; (b) sample 2 with De/(K11þ 2K22þK33)¼ 0.083 C/N/m; (c)

sample 3 with De/(K11þ 2K22þK33)¼ 0.410 C/N/m.

TABLE IV. Measured maximum transmittance and rotation angle of our

three ULH samples.

Samples

S1 S2 S3

Figure of merit 2.01 0.88 0.21

Maximum transmittance (%) 90.36 70.39 42.10

On-state rotation angle (�) 40.4 35.8 22.8

FIG. 11. Theoretical predictions and experimental results of (a) maximum

transmittance and (b) on-state rotation angle for the 3 samples studied.
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mixtures with operation voltages as low as 15.6 V and

19.2 V.36 However, the response time (rise þ decay) for the

former is 5.9 ms, which is too slow for field sequential color

display applications. The Merck results indicate that the

ULH materials with a large flexoelastic coefficient (for low

voltage) possess a relatively high viscosity (slow response

time). Further material optimization is desperately needed.

Besides operation voltage, three other critical issues

have to be overcome before widespread applications of ULH

LCD can be realized: contrast ratio (CR), image flickering,

and threshold voltage. The alignment uniformity of the ULH

pattern has always been a big challenge, which in turn causes

the light leakage in the dark state. At the present stage, the

highest CR of the ULH mode reported is about <500:1. In

comparison with conventional vertical alignment (VA) mode

(CR � 5000:1) and fringe-field switching (FFS) mode (CR

�2000:1), ULH still has a long way to go. The second

important issue is the image flickering in the ULH mode. For

ULH cells driven by AC voltage, image flickering occurs

when the polarity of the electric field is reversed, because the

flexoelectric switching is dependent on the electric field

polarity. Next, we examine the threshold voltage issue. From

our experimental data [Fig. 10] and simulated VT curves

[Fig. 4], the ULH mode does not seem to exhibit a threshold

voltage. This could be a potential problem if ULH is

intended for TFT LCD applications. For a high resolution

display device, say, 3840 � 2160, millions of TFTs are fabri-

cated. Each TFT could have up to 0.8 V voltage fluctuation.

If ULH does not have a threshold voltage, then the dark state

light leakage could occur. In the low voltage region where V

is small, from Eq. (6) the first term (blue dashed lines in Fig.

4) is basically a constant and the transmittance is mainly

governed by the second term (red dashed lines in Fig. 4).

Under such circumstances, the transmittance of ULH can be

approximated as

T � 2V

Von

� �2

; (13)

where Von is the voltage corresponding to the peak transmit-

tance. From Eq. (13), there is no threshold voltage for the

ULH mode. Thus, any voltage fluctuation from TFTs could

cause light leakage in the dark state. This could be a serious

issue of the ULH mode for display applications.

IV. VIEWING ANGLE

The ULH CLC offers high transmittance and sub-

millisecond response time, but its viewing angle needs to be

analyzed as well. In the present work, we simulate the ULH

viewing angle by two numerical methods: (1) through LC

director distributions and (2) utilizing our macroscopic

model. The macroscopic approximation is found to be an

efficient and fast method for viewing angle simulation.

We first solve the Euler-Lagrange equations as

described in Sec. II to obtain the LC director distribution in

one pitch. In order to construct the LC directors in the whole

cell, we need to extend the CLC pitches and uniformly align

the helix axes. Next, we simulate the optical performance

using 2 � 2 extended Jones matrix method.37 The LC direc-

tor distribution in one pitch is shown in Fig. 1. Because of

the short pitch length, the calculation mesh size must be fine

enough to get good accuracy. Therefore, the computing time

increases dramatically. This is one of the major difficulties

to calculate the ULH viewing angle using conventional

method. Figure 12(a) shows the simulated isocontrast

FIG. 12. Simulated ULH isocontrast contours using conventional method:

(a) uncompensated; (b) with one þA and one þC compensation films; and

(c) with a biaxial compensation film.
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contour of a ULH cell sandwiched between two crossed

polarizers. To be consistent, the parameters used in the simu-

lation are also from Table I. Without losing generality, we

chose the wavelength at 550 nm. The simulated isocontrast

contour is quite similar to that of conventional in-plane

switching (IPS) or fringe-field switching (FFS) cell.38,39 This

is the first quantitative demonstration that ULH exhibits a

similar viewing angle to IPS.

To further widen the viewing cone of ULH, we can adopt

compensation films. Due to their structural similarities, the

compensation films used in IPS should also work well for

ULH. We first use two uniaxial films:40 one þA plate

(ne¼ 1.5110, no¼ 1.5095, and thickness 92.59 lm) and one

þC plate (ne¼ 1.5110, no¼ 1.5095, and thickness 60.09 lm).

For practical applications, to reduce the total panel thickness

while keeping wide viewing angle, we prefer to use a half-

wave biaxial film, whose parameters are nx¼ 1.521,

ny¼ 1.519, nz¼ 1.520, and thickness is 137.5 lm.41

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) depict the device configurations

using uniaxial films and biaxial film, respectively. The simu-

lated iso-contrast contours are plotted in Figs. 12(b) and

12(c). After compensation, the viewing angle of ULH LC

cell is relatively symmetric and the viewing cone with CR >
300:1 is over 85�. The compensated viewing angle of ULH

is more symmetric than the compensated IPS or FFS. This

difference is caused by the small pre-tilt angle in the IPS cell

and different working mechanisms involved. The ULH cell

implements uniform in-plane rotation, while IPS and FFS

mode would exhibit two twisted LC director distribution

along the longitudinal direction.38,40

Next, we simulated the viewing angle of ULH LCDs

with or without compensation films using macroscopic

model. The ULH LC layer can be simplified to a uniaxial

layer or a biaxial layer with effective refractive indices and

orientation obtained from above macroscopic model. In the

FIG. 13. Device configurations of ULH cell with compensation films: (a) one

þA and one þC compensation film, and (b) one biaxial compensation film.

FIG. 14. Simulated ULH isocontrast contours using macroscopic model: (a)

uncompensated; (b) with one þA and one þC compensation films; and (c)

with a biaxial compensation film.
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optical simulation of biaxial layer, we need to reconstruct

the dielectric tensor, which is different from conventional

uniaxial nematic LC simulation. The simulated results are

shown in Fig. 14. In comparison with Fig. 12, we find that

the macroscopic model gives quite similar results to that

from conventional one, especially in the CR < 2000:1

region. Moreover in macroscopic model, ULH is simplified

to one uniaxial or biaxial film, which helps to greatly reduce

the computing time by more than 10 times in our

simulations.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the flexoelectric effect and dielec-

tric effect in short-pitch ULH CLCs both theoretically and

experimentally. Our proposed macroscopic optical model is

proven to be a useful tool to understand the optical behaviors

of the flexoelectric effect and dielectric effect, and to quanti-

tatively analyze the interaction of these two E-O effects.

From the basic LC physics, a figure of merit is derived to

evaluate the relative strength of the flexoelectric effect and

the dielectric effect. The theoretical prediction has been vali-

dated by both numerical simulation and experimental mea-

surement. Finally, we simulated the viewing angle of a

uniform lying helix CLC display and found that its viewing

angle characteristics are similar to those of IPS LCDs.
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